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Chapter 1923

As he knelt, everyone on the scene was dumbfounded and gasped.

For everyone, who is Venerable Guai Li? That was a truly top-level master, but now, he
knelt down in front of someone who was unknown and even mocked by them.

This is really surprising, but also unacceptable.

“This…this is impossible, isn’t it a shady? That…that trash, unexpectedly, defeated
Venerable Guai Li?”

“Yes, and it’s not a simple defeat, but… it’s a spike.”

“Venerable Guai Li is a master of the evil realm. He doesn’t even have the ability to fight
back against that guy? When did there exist such masters in the Bafang World? Isn’t
this too magical?”

A group of people looked at each other and didn’t believe it was the truth.

The railing that Ye Gucheng was holding tightly had almost creaked at this time, and it
might burst at any time, and the face of Master Xian Ling was even more blue and red.

Looking back on what was so indifferent just now, now I only feel very stupid, even
making people laugh, naturally not ashamed, but facing such a situation, it completely
exceeded her expectations, and naturally she was very surprised and uncomfortable.

“Hero, I was wrong, don’t kill me, don’t kill me, I’ll kowtow to you, can I kowtow?”
Venerable Guai Li looked at George at this time, and the whole person said in fear, while
humming.

Although he didn’t want to admit that he had lost, the facts were before him, so he had to
admit it.

“Wrong?” George smiled slightly.

Venerable Guai Li nodded his head like garlic: “Yes, I was wrong, I…I shouldn’t be rude
to you, and I shouldn’t look down on you. I lost, you spare my dog’s life.”

George frowned slightly. After a while, he let out a sigh of relief and turned to step down.

To George, he has never been a man who squanders his life. Although he has never
been merciless to enemies, but, after all, this is just a contest. Although Venerable Guai
Li insulted him, he was not guilty of death.



Besides, George has already understood the strength of Venerable Weili, he is not
worthy to let his full strength. In other words, George is only talented, but just casually
playing, but I did not expect the famous Venerable Weili to be so. Not a blow.

Therefore, George also believes that there is really no need to fight.

But just as George turned around, behind him, Venerable Guai Li, who was kneeling on
the ground, suddenly smiled with a grimace at the corner of his mouth. The next second,
he clenched his right fist and aimed at George, and attacked!

“boom!”

With a loud noise, Venerable Wei Li punched George directly on the waist. George had
no defense at all. After this punch, George felt a strange force that made his body
completely unaffected. Controlled rushed forward.

In the next second, George’s body slammed a dozen meters away in front of him.

“what!!!”

The blow succeeded, Venerable Guai Li stood up fiercely excited, shaking his arms,
tearing his roar, and madly demonstrating his powerful power.

“Wow!!”

At this time, the crowd who had been silent for a long time also suddenly burst into
cheers of shaking.

“Venerable Guai Li, this is your true strength, you should have punched that waste long
ago.”

“Haha, yeah, after a long time, you were joking with us, shit, scared me to death, I
thought I was going to bankrupt my family tonight.”

A group of people screamed happily and clapped each other to celebrate their victory.

Although, everyone knows that Venerable Guai Li’s winning the game in this way is
really shameless and detrimental to his morals. However, when these things are tied to
their own interests, no one feels that there is anything wrong anymore, even he should
have done so long ago.

In the distance, Xian Lingshi Tai and Ye Gucheng couldn’t help but let out a long sigh.
For them, they didn’t want to see George showing off on it. They just wanted to see how
George was killed. Beaten to death.

After all, this can balance their hearts and make them feel that George refuses to join
them and he deserves the price.



Ye Gucheng smiled slightly at the corner of his mouth: “I finally won, that kid, he really
thinks he is very capable, but in fact he can be stupid. To be kind to the enemy is to be
cruel to himself, huh.”

The spiritual master nodded too much: “Who told him not to join us? Hehe, deserve it!”

In their eyes, with their qualifications, it seems that if an olive branch is thrown out,
others must accept it, but not accept it, which seems to be a treachery.

In the room, Amelia, who heard the cheers outside, felt tight, and looked at Bai
Xiaosheng at the door in a panic. After George went out, Amelia had been sitting in the
room like this.

She knows Venerable Guai Li, and naturally knows his strength. Therefore, she is very
worried about George’s battle. She obviously wants to see it, but she is afraid of seeing
the scene of George being defeated and defeated, so she can only Anxiously waiting in
the house.

When she heard the cheers, she had a vague premonition.

On the ring at this time, Venerable Guai Li arrogantly aroused cheers and walked
towards George’s motionless body.

Suddenly, a sneer came from the ring: “You shouldn’t be.”

Chapter 1924

Hearing this voice, the arrogant Venerable Wei Li suddenly panicked and looked around
in panic: “Who? Who? Who the hell is talking?!”

But as soon as the voice fell, his whole face suddenly paled, and then, there was
another sneer, this sneer. Smiling, he had a cold back and sweating wildly, and he
looked at George who was lying in front of him incredibly.

No…no?

Is this impossible? This is an illusion! Yes, yes, it must be an illusion.

How could a dead person laugh? !

Just when Venerable Guai Li was panicked and surprised, it made his scalp numb, and
George’s hand suddenly moved.

He… is he not dead?

This is impossible. Under the circumstances that he is unprepared, it is impossible for
anyone to survive his full blow.



This is not a mystery of confidence, but a fact.

Even if he had a thick skin and thick flesh, if he was hit by a person in the evil realm with
all his strength without reservation. He cannot survive either.

George’s thin body, at first glance, is a low-defense lord, how can he survive? !

Thinking of this, Venerable Guai Li wiped his eyes in a panic. He felt that these things in
front of him must be hallucinations.

In the audience, the cheering audience looked at the strange behavior of Venerable
Guai Li at this time, and they were a little confused for a while. I don’t know what he is
doing.

But in the next second, when their pupils were infinitely dilated, the answer was ready.

At this time, George, who was lying on the ground, suddenly stood up gently, and
touched his waist uncomfortably with his right hand, looking a little dissatisfied.

“How… how is it possible? This… how did this guy stand up?”

“Fuck, what does this guy do so that he won’t die when he gets punched in the back?”

“Is Venerable Guai Li patronizing Taoist couples in the past few years, and spending all
his energy on women? Damn, can’t he even kill such a thin monkey?”

The people in the audience were shocked and angry, because George stood up, which
was obviously the last thing they wanted to see.

“You…you…you took my full blow,…how…how can you still stand up?” Looking at
George’s back, the feet of Venerable Guili Li could not help trembling desperately.

He really couldn’t figure out why this was.

And the more I can’t figure it out. That kind of unknown fear occupied his heart. If it
weren’t for so many people present, he really would have liked to find a seam, how far
and how far.

George smiled, did not answer him, turned around, looked at the trembling Venerable
Wei Li, and wiped his fists.

“No…no, don’t kill me, don’t kill me, I’m wrong, I’m wrong…” Venerable Guai Li’s body
weakened suddenly, looking at George, his body kept retreating subconsciously.

“I won’t kill you!” George said indifferently, just as Venerable Guai Li felt a little at ease,
he smiled again: “But…”



George’s words were deliberately pulled very long, and the whole nerve of Venerable
Guai Li was also pulled very long by George.

“However, when you come and go, you punch me, why should I punch you too?”
George smiled. But just when Venerable Guai Li’s heart was ashamed of death, George
came again: “But…”

Venerable Guai Li really felt that he was about to collapse, and the whole person was
about to cry: “But what?”

“I allow you to prepare in advance.”

Hearing this, Venerable Guai Li couldn’t help wiping the cold sweat that was already on
his face. Feel at ease.

Although George made him feel terrified, Venerable Guai Li was very confident in his
strength, especially his strength and defense.

Leaning on a body more than two meters high. With rock-like muscles, he is confident,
facing George’s punch, he should have no problem going forward.

“What do you say?” Venerable Guai Li asked tentatively.

George nodded.

“I paid the price for my arrogance. Now, you should pay the price for your arrogance.”
After receiving a positive answer from George, Venerable Guai Li immediately shook his
hands, and a breath disappeared from him.

“Mysterious man, you too underestimate my Venerable Wei Li. Come on!”

With a roar, Venerable Guai Li’s muscles tightened fiercely, and his whole body
suddenly collapsed, looking from a distance. Under the shining of the suspended fire,
these boulders-like bodies even emitted golden light.

“Come on!” Venerable Guai Li roared.

George narrowed his eyes and drank coldly: “Now. Regret for your sneak attack just
now.”

After speaking, George suddenly clenched his fists, strode forward, boosting his energy
and luck.

“Grass, this stupid ratio is too fucking arrogant, isn’t it? It also made Venerable Guerrilla
try his best to prevent him from a blow. If he hadn’t used some strange trick just now,
how could he win Venerable Guerrilla?”



“Yeah, although the strength of Venerable Guai Li is spent on the woman, it is a bit
boring. But at least the body is there, this guy, really does not put Venerable Guai Li in
his eyes?”

A group of people ridiculed that George stood up and it was difficult for them to accept
this reality, but there was no way. Therefore, they were annoyed by all of George’s
every move.

And this time. George’s punches have also arrived.

As soon as he touched George’s fist, Venerable Guai Li’s sincere heart became
completely cold at this time, and then. Spread to his body.

Under the cold, Venerable Guai Li could not feel any strangeness in his whole body for
such a short instant.

Anti-Buddha, nothing happened.

But just as the heart he was holding was about to let go, his pupils suddenly opened
suddenly, and immediately afterwards, the inside of his body suddenly seemed to be
exploded, and the whole body’s five internal organs exploded for a time!

In the next second, the body suddenly flew out directly because of the huge inertia.

“boom!”

There was only a loud noise, and the display barrier placed by Gu Yue on the gate of the
temple far away, Venerable Guai Li’s huge body slammed heavily on it.

“Yes… I’m sorry!”

Venerable Guai Li murmured at George who was on the ring in the distance, and after
murmured four words in an almost crying tone, he closed his eyes full of regret! !

Then, there was another muffled noise. His body also fell directly to the ground from the
barrier.

In the barrier he hit, four cracks are vividly visible!

Offstage. There was no sound, and a group of people were breathing fast.

“This… how is this possible? This… this guy punches, punches… and knocks
Venerable Guai Li away?”

“Even… even Master Gu Yue’s barrier has been broken, this guy… what kind of ghost
power is this guy. This is too… too scary, right?”

Crazy, the people at the scene are crazy!



Chapter 1925

If it were said that Venerable Guai Li was beaten into the air, it was already shocking the
world.

Then, Master Gu Yue’s barrier was shattered, that is beyond description.

From the beginning of the Battle Tournament in the Octagon World, the enchantment of
Qishan Temple has existed for hundreds of millions of years.

but. No matter how many fierce battles have taken place in Qishan Hall, Qishan’s
manifestation barrier has never been destroyed by anyone.

It’s not that no one accidentally touched it during a fight. In fact, it was often hit
unintentionally, and even suffered a few very violent attacks.

But it is all safe and sound. Although the people of Qishan Temple have never
participated in any disputes in the eight worlds, they only govern the competition in a
neutral status. But the neutral party can sit in this position, how can the people of Qishan
Temple not have extraordinary ability? !

Starting from the energy barrier outside the hall, to the various strange fires that are
constantly burning in the hall, to the arena, and then to the display barrier, in fact, these
are all manifestations of the Qishan Temple’s display of its strength.

and so. Its existence itself is seemingly simple, but it is actually indestructible. The
performance over the years is also sufficient to illustrate this point.

But today, it is broken.

Moreover, it wasn’t an absolute force, it was just hit by something he was flying away.

Therefore, you can imagine how huge this force is.

The teeth that Ye Gucheng looked at were about to be broken. It was really difficult for
him to accept such a picture, and the spiritualist on the side was even more ashamed.

The picture they were looking forward to not only did not appear. On the contrary, he
went in the other direction against his wishes.

“This…what is this guy sacred? The power can be so amazing. Venerable Weili, as if in
front of him, his name is like a joke.” Ye Gucheng gritted his teeth and said coldly.

Master Xian Ling was frowning, but she was thinking desperately in her mind, who is
George this mysterious person, but unfortunately, she rummaged through her mind, and
she really couldn’t find any master in the Octagon world, and His style is similar.



And the crowd in the audience, after being shocked, all looked at George on the stage in
horror at this time, sweating all over their backs. Feeling guilty.

They are very scared of the words just said before, in case they are heard by him, and
they will stare at themselves. That’s terrible.

So, soon, the people present without any password. Suddenly make the same
movement surprisingly and consistently. That is to obediently turn his face to one side,
not to mention looking at George, this group of people is simply afraid of any eye contact
with George.

After all, even Venerable Guai Li was blown to death with a punch in front of him. What
qualifications do they have to fight against such a person?

George smiled disdainfully, turned around and walked towards the stage.

George went all the way. A group of people quickly avoided it, for fear that they would
get too close to the Lord, in case they would provoke the terrible Lord.

After George left. The screams of howling ghosts and wolves erupted from the quiet
venue.

George’s imaginary massacre had a great reversal, which also meant that many people
went bankrupt tonight.

At this moment, Bai Xiaosheng, who had been watching from a distance in front of the
room, suddenly understood in his heart. What does George’s sentence mean that many
people will go bankrupt tonight?

His heart was shocked at this time, and he naturally hoped that George would win.
However, from the very beginning, he didn’t have much hope, it can even be said that he
didn’t have any hope at all.

However, George not only shattered his ideas. It can even be said to be merciless.

Because he was completely super crush on Venerable Guai Li.

“The Mysterious People Alliance is awesome, the Mysterious People Alliance is
awesome. Hahaha, Mysterious People, it’s worth noting that I did not waste a hundred
thousand crystals for you. You will win back ten million for me in one night.” At this time,
in the crowd, Someone suddenly felt excited and shouted.

Compared with those who cried and failed to bet, he was so abrupt at this time, but also
so enviable.

As soon as he finished shouting, he realized that it seemed a little out of place, and
suddenly shrank his head. Dare to shout.



“Mystery League is awesome!”

Suddenly, in a corner in the distance, another person who won money because of
George. At this time, it was difficult to conceal the excitement in his heart and echoed
away.

Then there is another side!

It’s another side.

in spite of. It’s just sporadic small fires, but since when, more and more people have
responded to this call.

In a moment: The slogan of “Mysterious Alliance is awesome” resounded through
Qishan Hall.

“Snapped!”

In a certain high-rise building, the shadow was fiercely slapped and slapped Ao Jun on
the side: “Is this the rubbish you told me?”

Ao Jun’s entire human face is still full of disbelief. How could he have thought that things
would develop to this point? !

Touching his painful red face, Ao Jun hurriedly knelt down.

One second before, he was still immersed in the joy of this evening’s Justice League
minor win preliminary match. The next second, he was completely awakened by this
slap.

“If he is rubbish, what are you?”

Chapter 1926

“Patriarch, Ao Jun just underestimated that guy. Although he is guilty, please calm down
your anger when you are using people.”

At this time, Ao Yong on the side quickly knelt down and pleaded.

“It’s only underestimated? Venerable Guai Li underestimated that guy. As a result, he
lost his life. Are you still talking to me?” The shadow said angrily.

After the black shadow said, he let out a sigh: “However, Venerable Guai Li is indeed
simple-minded, with well-developed limbs, and it will be a matter of being defeated
sooner or later. Ao Yong, that kid. You pay attention, if he accepts All his performances
are okay, but he can indeed find a way to let him join our eternal sea.”



“Yes.” Ao Yong nodded.

“I hope that he will be qualified to become a pawn in my immortal sea.” Sombra finished
coldly. With a faint move, the window automatically closed gently.

At this time, in a certain room.

Xian Lingshi Tai and his group returned to the house angrily. The shouts outside to
George were as if they had taken a dagger and inserted them in their hearts, making it
hard for them to die.

George won it already hard to accept, and now it is even more touted by everyone,
which makes them even worse.

Once back to the room, the spiritual master slapped his palm on the table with a loud
bang, and the whole person was panting.

Ye Gucheng followed closely behind, compared to Xian Lingshitai. He is even more
glamorous. How can this narrow-minded person see others better than him? Not to
mention a person who is related to oneself is good!

“Fuck, this Venerable Weird Force is really a damn thing, and he is also known as a
master of punishing evil, why? Are the masters of punishing evil dead? Even this kind of
waste is ranked top?” Ye The breach of loneliness was defeated.

But after scolding, he found that the spiritual master was staring at him too viciously, and
he felt that something was wrong: “Master, I didn’t say what you meant, I just…”

“This Venerable Weird Force has indeed spent the past few decades looking for Taoists.
This is what everyone in the world knows, and I think he is officially because of this. He
abandoned his own cultivation base, As for letting a quack boy kill him.” Wu Yan quickly
stood up at this time. Relaxed atmosphere.

“I heard that he has changed more than 30 Taoists, and it is normal for his body to be
exhausted. However, he did not expect that during the journey of more than 30 Taoists,
he would be unsafe for the late festival.” Lu Yunfeng The soundtrack is also out at this
time.

“That’s right, Venerable Wei Li was on the stage today, and he did not perform a blow at
all, so it seemed that the kid seemed to be very powerful. In fact, Venerable Wei Li’s
body was weak.” Nodding too much, his anger faded a little.

They are now. He didn’t want to admit George’s strength, but blamed more on the dead
Wei Lizun.

“Gucheng, who is George’s opponent in the next game?”



“The next game, if nothing else, should be the eight groups and four teams of Grandpa
Lihuo against Gu Yang, but Gu Yang Xiu base has not improved for tens of thousands of
years, and he can only lose against Grandpa Lihuo.”

“I don’t want to see that kid show off his might anymore. You go find Grandpa Lihuo. In
the next game, I don’t want to see today’s scene happen again.” Master Xian Ling said.

Ye Gucheng nodded: “Yes, I’ll do it in Gucheng.”

“Wait!” Just when Ye Gucheng had just taken two steps, the spiritual master too stopped
him, and then the spiritual master took out a box from his hand: “Give him this pill.”

“Master. This is… but the top white jade dew given to you by the Immortal Sea, you give
it to others?” Ye Gucheng was surprised when he saw this.

“What is the loss of a jade dew? How can it be better than the clown who dazzled me in
front of me!” The spiritual master shouted too coldly.

Ye Gucheng finished listening. He nodded immediately, and quickly retreated.

“Mysterious man, I think you will not die this time.” Ye Gucheng said viciously at this little
box.

And in another room at this time.

Compared to Ye Gucheng’s anger and unwillingness, here is full of laughter.

George returned safely. For Amelia, it was naturally a very happy thing. After
co-authoring Bai Xiaosheng, the three of them celebrated slightly. Amelia gave George
a reward and a foot massage!

Jianghu Baixiaosheng ran out mysteriously early. This will no longer be seen.

“You caused a sensation tonight, you hear, till now. Is there someone outside calling
your alliance’s name?” Amelia laughed softly.

“I also want to keep a low profile, but the strength doesn’t allow it.” George smiled.

“Yes, yes, you should be proud of it. Who told you to punch Venerable Weili to death?”
Amelia smiled happily.

George suddenly twisted his head and looked up at Amelia: “Do you really think that I
killed Venerable Guai Li, is it amazing?”

“Venerable Guai Li is a person in the evil realm, and a recognized master in the world of
all directions. You can kill him with one punch, of course it’s amazing.”



But when he heard this, George was not happy. Instead, he frowned. Just when Amelia
was very strange, George suddenly said: “But I want to say, my punch is less than six
successes. What about strength?”
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